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Abstract
Background: Transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) is considered a standard local-regional treatment for
intermediate-stage hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and the most common bridging therapy. HCC typically receives
its blood supply from the hepatic artery; however, it can recruit a parasitic supply from extrahepatic collateral
arteries. The right inferior phrenic artery (RIPA) is considered the most common extrahepatic collateral pathway
supplying HCC and so interfere with the therapeutic efficacy of TACE resulting in treatment failure and poor
outcome. Imaging by MDCT with angiography has an essential role in depicting the presence or absence of an
EHC arterial supply during the pre-TACE evaluation. We analyzed MDCT studies with CT angiography of patients
with hepatic dome HCC retrospectively to confirm the diagnosis of HCC and to assess its blood supply. All patients
were subjected to a proper assessment by history, clinical examination, as well as routine laboratory investigations
Results: Our study includes 58 cases with hepatic dome HCC. On CT angiography, the extrahepatic collateral from
the RIPA supplying hepatic dome HCC was detected in about 33 out of 58 cases (56.9%). The RIPA arose directly
from the aorta in 30 cases (90.9%) with only three cases (9.1%) from the celiac trunk. All cases were managed with
TACE with about 25 out of 33 cases (75.8%) with extrahepatic RIPA were undergone concomitant embolisation of
both RIPA and hepatic artery during TACE procedure.
Conclusion: MDCT assesses well the HCC arterial supply which is fundamental for planning subsequent
cannulation and embolization of extrahepatic RIPA supply to hepatic dome HCC.
Keywords: Hepatic dome, HCC, MDCT, RIPA, Chemoembolization

Background
In general, the anatomical site of hepatic dome refers to
the liver parenchyma adjacent to the diaphragm. The
hepatic dome is related on the anterior, lateral, and posterior aspects to diaphragm, lung parenchyma with the
covering pleura, and thoracic cage (Fig. 1). On the medial aspect, the hepatic dome is related to the gastric cardia and inferior vena cava (IVC) anteriorly and the
vertebral column posteriorly [1].
Definite lesion localization within the hepatic dome is
critical, especially during management to optimize the
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diagnostic yield and provide perfect tumor destruction.
Accurate characterization of lesions on multidetector
computed tomography (MDCT) can be attained by either use of anatomic landmarks, contrast administration,
or additional methods as maximum intensity projection
(MIP) and multiplanar reformation (MPR) [1].
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most
common widespread malignancies and considered the
third cause of cancer deaths [2]. HCC usually develops on
a background of liver cirrhosis. However, non-cirrhotic
liver and sometimes a healthy liver may be involved [3].
Transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) is considered a standard local-regional management for most patients with unresectable HCC [4] and has become a valid
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Patients and methods
Patients characteristics

Fig. 1 Anatomy of the hepatic dome. Coronal reformatted
computed tomography image demonstrating the anatomical site of
the hepatic dome (arrows)

alternative to hepatic surgery [5]. Familiarity with variations in the hepatic arterial anatomy is essential to accomplish embolization. In some patients, in addition to
anatomic variations of the hepatic arteries, various extrahepatic collateral (EHC) arteries that may provide a partial or total vascular supply to HCC in certain conditions
can obtain TACE technically challenging [6].
The right inferior phrenic artery (RIPA) is considered
the most prevalent extrahepatic collateral pathway supplying peripherally located HCCs, even when the hepatic artery is patent [7, 8]. RIPA generally arises from the aorta
or celiac axis independently or as a common trunk with
the left inferior phrenic artery. Knowing the anatomy and
variations of the RIPA is crucial prior to the interventional
radiological procedures concerning RIPA [9].
Embolization of the RIPA has been reported as adjunctive therapy to hepatic artery embolization and this
can be done without critical technical complications. A
few minor complications may occur, such as shoulder
pain, minimal pleural effusion, basal atelectasis, and
transient mild hemoptysis; because the RIPA is one of
the major arterial supply to the diaphragm [10].
The variable anatomy of the RIPA origin can be challenging for its manipulation and in this context preprocedural MDCT with angiographic mapping of RIPA
anatomy can be helpful in planning conventional angiography and subsequent embolization [10].
Therefore, the interventional radiologist prior to
TACE should be familiar with the variable EHC arterial
supplies to HCC and how to properly interact with these
cases [6]. Consequently, we can save angiographic time,
curtail the use of contrast media, and limit patient exposure to radiation by good MDCT arterial mapping [7].

An institutional review board approved this study and
decided that informed consent was not required. Between July 2017 and December 2019, we retrospectively
evaluated patients referred for triphasic liver computed
tomography (CT) to assess hepatic focal lesion.
We select patients with hepatic dome HCC. These patients were subjected to routine history taking, physical
examination, liver function and serum α-fetoprotein
(AFP) tests, ultrasonography, and abdominal enhanced
CT imaging. The diagnosis of HCC was made by a combination of imaging CT findings and evaluation of the
specific tumor marker (AFP).
The treatment strategies of HCC were selected through
discussion by hepatologists, surgeons, and diagnostic and
interventional radiologists. Therapeutic chemoembolization (TACE) was selected for inoperable HCC and based
on performance status, hepatic functional reserve, the size
or number of lesions and patients’ wishes.
CT technique

The examination was performed using 128 MDCT scanner;
(Toshiba Medial system, Aquilion, Japan). Then, 20 gauge
cannula was used for venous accesses at the upper limb
though the antecubital vein preferably on the right side. Slice
thickness of 0.5 mm at 0.25 interval was used for reconstruction; with 120 kV and 225 mA. A revolution time of 0.4 s
was used. Dynamic contrast injection of 120–150 ml nonionic iodinated contrast material was used at a rate of 4–5
ml/s though a mechanical injector “Stellant, MEDRAD.”
Bolus tracking of contrast was used after delay of 6 s
after reaching the preset aortic attenuation value at
about 150 HU to start the arterial phase imaging. Then
Table 1 The characteristics of hepatic dome HCCs at the initial
MDCT examination in our studied cases
Hepatic dome HCC

No. of cases (58)

Tumor size
• < 5 cm

12 (20.7

• 5–10 cm

39 (67.2)

• ≥ 10 cm

7 (12.1)

Tumor multiplicity
• Single

50 (86.2)

• Multiple

8 (13.8)

Visualized pseudocapsule
• With pseudocapsule

22 (37.9)

• Without pseudocapsule

36 (62.1)

Tumor growth pattern
• Non-exophytic

35 (60.3)

• Exophytic

23 (39.7)

Percentages/total in parentheses
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Fig. 2 Initial multi-phase CT liver with a axial non-contrast, arterial and delayed phases showing HCC (white arrows) at segment VIII with wash-in
wash-out contrast dynamics. b Coronal MIP showing double arterial supply of the lesion by the right hepatic artery (white arrow) and by extrahepatic right inferior phrenic artery (black arrows)

portal and venous phases were scanned at about 70 s
and 180-s delay time respectively, calculated from the
start time of contrast material injection.
MDCT angiography was performed by post processing
of the raw data and projected though three-dimensional
option, multi-planar reconstruction and maximum intensity projections (MIP) of the arterial phase images.
The origin of the right phrenic artery from the aorta or
celiac trunk was recorded.
Data analysis

All multidetector CT data were transferred from the
archive to a workstation (Vitrea 2.2 or Osrix), via internal network connections. All images were reviewed
by two radiologists to assess all patients with hepatic
dome HCC. The selected patients were examined prior

to and/or after TACE to confirm the tumor size, activity,
and its vascular supply.
The diagnosis of HCC should be made on a dynamic
multiphasic contrast-enhanced CT study. The presence
of arterial enhancement with subsequent wash-out on
portal or delayed phases are considered to be the definitive imaging features of HCC. Delayed enhancing capsule can also be identified as a feature of HCC.
On arterial phase CT scans and CT angiography, we
can frequently identify the vascularization of HCC. Although most HCCs are supplied by the hepatic artery or
its branches, they may receive blood supply from extrahepatic arteries (EHAs) which are initially “non-hepatic”
in destination.
There are two reasons for this: the tumor location
within the liver and previous management which lead to

Table 2 Extrahepatic right inferior phrenic artery supplying hepatic dome HCC on CT angiography
Extrahepatic
RIPA (33/58)

Time of occurrence

Site of origin

On initial CTA

On Follow-up CTA

From abdominal aorta

From celiac axis

No. of cases

18

15

30

3

% to the total 33 cases with RIPA.

54.5

45.5

90.9

9.1

% to the total 58 hepatic dome HCC cases

31

25.9

51.7

5.2
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Table 3 Prevalence of Extrahepatic RIPA feeder according to tumor characteristics and chemoembolization session
Parameters

No and % in relation to the 33 cases with RIPA

% in relation to the total 58 HCC cases

0 (0)

0

Tumor size
• < 5 cm
• 5–10 cm

29 (87.9)

50

• ≥ 10 cm

4 (12.1)

6.9

• Exophytic

19 (57.6)

32.8

• Non-exophytic

14 (42.4)

24.1

• Single

11 (33.3)

18.9

• Repeated

22 (66.7)

37.9

Tumor growth pattern

Chemoembolization session

Percentages/RIPA cases in parentheses

changes in tumor vascularization as hepatic arterial flow
interruption by repeated chemoembolization.
As the inferior phrenic artery supplies most of the diaphragm, including the area in contact with the bare area
of the liver. Subsequently, the right inferior phrenic artery was found to be the most common extrahepatic arterial feeder of the hepatic dome HCC. With CT
angiography, we can easily identify the segment of the
parasitic right inferior phrenic artery to the hepatic lesion and suggest its origin.
In the present study, the patients undergone TACE
procedure through embolization of the hepatic artery
only, where the lipiodol retention did not cover the entire tumor or there was a focal defect in the tumor
within the lipiodol deposition; other potential tumorsupplying arteries were sought. This can be confirmed
by the selective conventional angiography of the suspected extrahepatic ectopic artery during the procedure.

Fig. 3 Prevalence of extrahepatic RIPA supply according to tumor
size in our cases

Statistical analysis

The data collected were tabulated and analyzed by the
Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 25.0.
Parametric data were presented with mean ± standard deviation and non-parametric data with median and range.
Categorical data were presented with frequency and percentage. Screening of patients with hepatic dome HCC
with identified extrahepatic arterial supply will be done
with Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test as appropriate.

Results
In this cohort study, 58 patients with hepatic dome HCC
were analyzed for extrahepatic collateral arterial supply
by the right inferior phrenic artery (RIPA). It includes 40
males and 18 females with their mean age of 58.45 years
and ranging between 45 and 71 years old.
Within our cases, three out of 58 (5.2%) were classified
as Child-Pugh class A, 36 (62%) as class B, and 19
(32.8%) as class C at the time of tumor embolization.
The etiology of liver disease was found to be due to
hepatitis C virus in 47 patients (81%) and hepatitis B
virus in eight patients (13.8%), while the etiology was
not proven in three patients (5.2%).
Our cases were presented with hepatic dome HCC at the
initial triphasic liver CT examination. All lesions are grouped
according to the tumor size, multiplicity, visualized pseudocapsule, and tumor growth pattern as shown in Table 1. According to the status of pseudocapsule, lesions were divided
into two groups: groups with (22/58) and without intact
pseudocapsule (36/58). The criterion for intact pseudocapsule was complete delayed enhancing ring around the lesion
which was isodense in the non-contrast scan.
According to the history of tumor therapy, all patients
were managed with TACE with only seven out of 58 patients (12.1%) had a history of previous percutaneous radiofrequency ablation (RFA) of a hepatic dome HCC.
Within our study, 26 out of 58 patients (44.8%) showed
a history of repeated chemoembolization sessions.
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Fig. 4 Initial multi-phase CT liver with a coronal non-contrast, arterial and delayed phases showing a well-defined hepatic dome HCC (white
arrows) with heterogeneous arterial enchantment and delayed wash-out. b Coronal oblique MIP showing arterial supply of the lesion by both the
right hepatic artery (white arrow) and by extra-hepatic right inferior phrenic artery (black arrows). c Selective conventional angiogram of the right
hepatic (white arrow)and right superior phrenic arterial (black arrow) supply to the hepatic dome HCC showing tumor hypervascularity, followed
by d embolization of both arteries (white and black arrows) with consequent no tumor staining could be seen

Of total cases, extrahepatic arterial supply through right
inferior phrenic artery (Fig. 2) was discovered on CT angiography in 33 out of 58 patients (56.9%). Within our 33 patients with extrahepatic RIPA supply, 18 patients (54.5%)
were found on initial CT angiography (CTA), while 15 out
of 33 (45.5%) were discovered with follow-up CT (Table 2).
On CT angiography, the RIPA arose directly from the
aorta in 30 out of 33 cases (90.9%) with only three out of 33
(9.1%) from the celiac trunk. The prevalence of ectopic blood
supply in our patients with different tumor sizes and tumor
growth pattern as well as number of chemoembolization sessions are summarized in Table 3. In general, the larger the
tumor, the more liability of the lesion to be fed by ectopic arteries (Fig. 3) as well as tumor with exophytic pattern.
In this study, 25 out of 33 cases (75.8%) with extrahepatic RIPA supplying hepatic dome HCC were undergone
concomitant embolization of RIPA (Figs. 4 and 5) during
TACE procedure. Post-procedure triphasic CT revealed
lipiodol deposition along part of the tumor supplied by
the RIPA. While the remaining eight cases (24.2%) had
only hepatic artery embolization with non-embolized ectopic RIPA (Fig. 6) during TACE procedure.
The previously described eight cases with nonembolized extrahepatic RIPA underwent follow-up triphasic CT liver examination with consequent progressive
course of the active tumor component (Figs. 7 and 8) supplied by the parasitic RIPA, associated with continued elevation of serum α-fetoprotein levels.
During or immediately after the procedures treated via
the right IPA, all 25 patients complained of right shoulder pain with about 23/25 patients (92%) complained of
hiccups with gradual improvement within a few days by
conservative treatment. Minimal right-sided pleural effusion was observed on follow-up CT 1 month later in
about 17/25 cases (68%). No hemoptysis, dyspnea, or desaturation were documented in our study.

Discussion
In fact, TACE has been widely performed for patients with
unresectable HCC as it was reported by Kimura et al. [11].
For HCC management via TACE approach, knowledge of
the hepatic vascular supply including extrahepatic collaterals is crucial not only for understanding the strategies’
limitations but also to achieve optimal therapeutic response [12].
Sainani et al. [13] showed that hepatic tumor
characterization on CT examination could be done

carefully by the use of anatomical landmarks with contrast
administration. Nowadays, awareness of the development
of extrahepatic vascular collaterals by HCCs according either to tumor size and location or previous therapy such as
surgical hepatic artery ligation or repeated chemoembolization is a prerequisite step [14].
Among these extrahepatic collaterals, the RIPA is the
most common ectopic blood feeder of HCC, particularly
those located at the hepatic dome [15, 22]. CT angiography with multiplanar reconstructions has become a
potential non-invasive imaging technique for a variety of
vascular districts. With this technique, a comprehensive
quick evaluation of the RIPA anatomy can be accomplished and it can be useful in embolization planning
[16].
In our study, all 58 cases were presented with hepatic
dome HCC at the initial triphasic liver CT examination.
According to the tumor size, the lesions were divided
into three groups; < 5 cm, 5–10 cm, and ≥ 10 cm in
average diameters with the corresponding cases for each
group; 12 (20.7%), 39 (67.2%), and 7 (12.1%) respectively.
The hepatic lesions of our cases were also divided into
two groups regarding the tumor growth pattern; 23 cases
(39.7%) with and 35 cases (60.3%) without liver capsule
involved. The principle of involving liver capsule referred to the exophytic lesion beyond the hepatic contour. Our findings were matched with that were drawn
by Sneag et al. [17].
On CT angiography, we defined ectopic tumor feeders
within our cases as the vascular structures that were noticed adjacent to or penetrating the tumor. While Okino
et al. [18] reported that the extrahepatic RIPA supplying
HCC was suggested when the distal portion of the RIPA
was observed near the liver irrespective of the relationship of the artery and tumor.
The right inferior phrenic artery usually originates
from the celiac axis or directly from the aorta as a common trunk with the left inferior phrenic artery or independent origins [19]. Within our studied cases, 30 out of
33 (90.9%) with an ectopic RIP arterial supply to HCC,
the RIPA has a direct origin from the abdominal aorta
with only three cases (9.1%) from the celiac trunk.
Established risk factors predisposing to extrahepatic
collateral arteries (ExCAs) feeding HCC include large tumors (> 5 cm), peripherally located tumors, or exophytic
tumor growth should be kept under consideration when
reviewing imaging or management planning [20].
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Fig. 5 Follow-up Multi-phase CT liver after TACE showing a a managed hepatic dome HCC with an exophytic growth pattern displaying
scattered lipiodol with a large residual/recurrent active lesion at its cephalic portion (arrows). b Coronal MIP showing the ectopic arterial supply of
the active lesion by the right inferior phrenic artery (arrows). c Selective conventional angiogram of the right inferior phrenic artery (white arrow)
of the same patient showing arterial blush (black arrow) of the active lesion at the cephalic portion of the managed hepatic dome HCC. d Postembolization proximal right phrenic angiogram with catheter tip at the vessel origin, demonstrating a lack of subdiaphragmatic
tumor hypervascularity

To Gokan et al. [21] and Zhao et al. [22], the main
reason for RIPA supply to HCC is the anatomic tumor
location adjacent to the ligaments suspending the liver
at the bare area. The RIPA courses on the inferior surface of the diaphragm and consequently comes in a direct contact with the hepatic dome area. Our results
appreciated this finding as within our 58 cases with hepatic dome HCC, 33 cases (56.9%) were presented on CT
angiography with extrahepatic collateral RIPA supply.
Our study revealed that the larger tumor size, the higher
the prevalence of an extrahepatic arterial supply to HCC
as 29 out of 33 cases (87.9%) with an ectopic RIPA supply
were presented with a tumor size in the range of 5–10 cm,
with its incidence reaching about 50% of our total 58

cases. No evidence of an ectopic blood supply to HCC
smaller than 5 cm had been encountered within our cases.
This was similar to the study performed by Chung et al.
[12] as the probability of ExCAs in patients with a large
tumor (> 5 cm) was significantly higher than that for those
patients with a small tumor (< 5 cm).
Kim et al. [7] insisted that the exophytic tumor growth
pattern was also a remarkable factor for the extrahepatic
RIP arterial supply. As an exophytic HCC has a tendency
to directly invade the diaphragm, so it can recruit a
parasitic blood supply from the adjacent RIPA. In our
study, 19 of 33 cases (57.6%) with extrahepatic RIPA
supply, tumor displayed an exophytic component with a
relatively high incidence (32.8%) within the total 58

Fig. 6 Follow-up multi-phase CT liver after TACE showing a lipiodol retention with small residual/recurrent activity (white arrows) at the medial
portion of the managed lesion at the hepatic dome. b Coronal MIP showing arterial supply of the active portion (white arrow) of the lesion by
the right inferior phrenic artery (black arrow)
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Fig. 7 Initial multi-phase CT liver with a coronal non-contrast, arterial and delayed phases showing a large hepatic dome HCC (white arrows) with
heterogeneous arterial enhancement and delayed wash-out. b Coronal MIP showing arterial supply of the lesion by both the right hepatic artery
(white arrow) and by extra-hepatic right inferior phrenic artery (black arrow). c Follow-up CT, 6 months after TACE without RIPA embolisation,
showing residual activity at the cephalic portion of the lesion with progression of the lesion to the nearby liver parenchyma (white arrows) with
lipiodol retention and inactive caudal portion

cases. Therefore, the exophytic growth pattern of HCC
was considered predictive of ExCA formation.
According to the tumor therapy, all our cases with
hepatic dome HCC were managed by TACE approach.
Within the total cases, 26/58 cases (44.8%) only showed
a history of repeated chemoembolization. We found that
22 out of 26 cases (84.6%) with a history of repeated
embolization sessions presented with extrahepatic collateral RIPA feeding HCC. This is in agreement with the
studies carried out by Kim et al. [7] and kimura et al.
[11] who reported that patients with repeated chemoembolization sessions usually presented by an extrahepatic
collateral arterial supply to HCC even small-sized
tumors as a result of attenuated lumen of the hepatic
artery.

The study was performed by Sunwoo et al. [19] which
widely appreciated that the extrahepatic vascular supply
play a major role in tumor recurrence after receiving repeated chemoembolization. Once the number of TACE
approaches has increased, the incidence of development
of extrahepatic arteries has also increased as proved in
our study.
In the present study, 25 out of 33 cases (75.8%) with
extrahepatic RIPA supplying hepatic dome HCC were
undergone embolization of both hepatic artery and extrahepatic RIPA. Follow-up triphasic liver CT examination of the previous cases revealed good prognosis with
lipiodol deposition along the tumor and no evidence of
residual or recurrent active lesions 3–6 months following TACE procedure. While the remaining eight cases
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Fig. 8 Follow-up multi-phase CT liver after TACE showing a lipiodol retention with residual/recurrent activity (white arrows) of the managed
lesion at the hepatic dome with partial exophytic component. b Coronal MIP showing the arterial supply of the active portion (white arrow)
obtained by the right inferior phrenic artery (black arrow). c Follow-up CT, 3 months later showing progression of the active portion (white
arrows), due to failure to identify the extra-hepatic collateral arterial supply before TACE. d Coronal MIP of the same study confirms the
extrahepatic arterial supply of the progressive active portion of the lesion (white arrow) by RIPA (black arrow)
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(24.2%) with only embolized hepatic artery (HA) and
non-embolized RIPA showed progressive course of the
active tumor residue that supplied by the extrahepatic
RIPA. So, once this extrahepatic vascular feeder was
identified, the patient should underwent TACE approach
via the nutrient arteries to the tumor. Our findings were
consistent with the study performed by Gwon et al. [16]
that observed recognition of ExCAs is crucial for effective TACE procedure.
Our 25/33 cases with embolized RIPA during TACE
procedure complained of right shoulder pain with about
23/25 cases (92%) complained of hiccups. All improved
gradually within a few days with conservative treatment.
Minimal right pleural effusion was observed in about 17
of 25 treated cases (68%). No hemoptysis, dyspnea, or
desaturation occurred. Watanabe et al. [23] showed
nearly the same complications in HCC cases treated via
embolization of the extrahepatic RIPA feeder. However,
the previous study showed that one patient developed
mild hemoptysis 4 days after TACE via the right IPA.
On the basis of our experience, the incidence of extrahepatic collateral arteries feeding HCC was positively associated with tumor size, peripheral tumor location, and
the number of TACE sessions. In addition to the major
vascular supply by hepatic artery, the most common
EHA was the right inferior phrenic artery. This extrahepatic arterial feeder should be sought and identified in
order to improve the effectiveness of TACE procedure.
We hope that this study has provided valuable information to interventionists, clinicians, and researchers
alike by enhancing the understanding the anatomy of
the RIPA and its potential significance in supplying hepatic dome HCC. In these cases, pre-interventional CT
angiography with multiplanar reconstructions is fundamental in planning RIPA cannulation with a favorable
prognosis.

Conclusion
TACE is an accepted therapy for the intermediate-stage
HCC patients who are no longer candidates for surgical
resection. Our study showed that EHC supply to HCC is
not a rare finding particularly in patients with predisposing risk factors as repeated TACE sessions and when the
HCC is large or peripherally located. Both diagnostic
and interventional radiologists alike must be aware of
this phenomenon as early detection represents the prerequisite for TACE success. So, when HCC is encountered in the hepatic dome area, a careful search for a
tumor feeder by the RIPA on CT angiography should be
performed before chemoembolization.
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